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ABSTRACT
Performance assurance activities are an essential step in the release

cycle of software systems. Logs have become one of the most im-

portant sources of information that is used to monitor, understand

and improve software performance. However, developers often face

the challenge of making logging decisions, i.e., neither logging too

little and logging too much is desirable. Although prior research has

proposed techniques to assist in logging decisions, those automated

logging guidance techniques are rather general, without consid-

ering a particular goal, such as monitoring software performance.

In this paper, we present Log4Perf, an automated approach that

provides suggestions of where to insert logging statement with the

goal of monitoring web-based systems’ software performance. In

particular, our approach builds and manipulates a statistical per-

formance model to identify the locations in the source code that

statistically significantly influences software performance. To eval-

uate Log4Perf, we conduct case studies on open source system, i.e.,

CloudStore and OpenMRS, and one large-scale commercial system.

Our evaluation results show that Log4Perf can build well-fit sta-

tistical performance models, indicating that such models can be

leveraged to investigate the influence of locations in the source code

on performance. Also, the suggested logging locations are often

small and simple methods that do not have logging statements and

that are not performance hotspots, making our approach an ideal

complement to traditional approaches that are based on software

metrics or performance hotspots. Log4Perf is integrated into the

release engineering process of the commercial software to provide

logging suggestions on a regular basis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rise of large-scale software systems, such as web-based system

like Amazon, has imposed an impact on people’s daily lives from

mobile devices users to space station operators. The increasing

importance and complexity of such systems make their quality a

critical, yet a hard issue to address. Failures in such systems are

more often associated with performance issues, rather than with

feature bugs [39]. Therefore, performance assurance activities are

an essential step in the release cycle of large software systems.

Monitoring performance of large systems is a crucial task of

performance assurance activities. In practice, performance data

is often collected either based on system-level information [17],

such as collecting CPU usage, or application-level information,

such as response time or throughput. In particular, Application

Performance Management tools, such as Kieker [38], are widely

used in practice. They collect performance data from the systems

when they are running in the field environment. However, such

system or application-level performance data often leads to the

challenges of pinpointing the exact location in the source code that

is related to performance issues.

On the other hand, the knowledge of logs has been widely iden-

tified to improve the quality of large software systems [14, 15, 24,

25, 33]. Prior research proposed and used logs to monitor and im-

prove software performance [14, 15, 24, 33]. The success of those

performance assurance techniques depends on the well-maintained

logging infrastructure and the high quality of the logs. Although

prior research has proposed various approaches to improve the

quality of logs [21, 27, 28, 42, 43, 46, 47], all of these approaches

consider logs in general, i.e., not considering the particular need of

using logs for performance assurance activities. Therefore, the sug-

gested improvement of logs may not be of interest in performance

assurance activities.

In this paper, we present an approach that automatically pro-

vides logging location suggestion for web-based systems based on
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the particular interest in performance modeling. Our approach first

automatically insert logging statements into the source code. Af-

ter conducting performance tests with the system, our approach

builds statistical performance models to represent the system per-

formance (such as CPU usage) using logs that are generated by the

automatically inserted logging statements in the source code. By im-

proving and analyzing statistical performancemodels, our approach

identifies the logging statements that are statistically significant in

explaining the system performance. Such logging statements are

suggested to practitioners as potential logging locations for the use

of performance assurance activities.

We evaluate our approach with two open source systems, namely

OpenMRS and CloudStore, and one commercial system. Our eval-

uation results show that we can build high-quality statistical per-

formance models with R2 between 26.9% and 90.2%. By studying

the suggested logging locations, we find that they all have a high

influence on the system performance. Also, these locations cannot

be identified using code complexity metrics or detected as perfor-

mance hotspots. This paper makes the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to provide

logging suggestions with the particular goal of performance

monitoring.

• We propose a statistically rigorous approach to identifying

source code locations that can statistically explain system

performance.

• The outcome of our approach can complement the use of

traditional code metrics and performance hotspots to assist

performance engineers in practice.

Our approach is already adopted in an industrial environment

and is integrated into a continuous deployment environment. De-

velopers receive logging suggestions from our automated approach

regularly to better monitor the system performance in the field.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3 presents

our automated approach to suggest logging locations. Section 4 and

5 present the results of evaluating our approach through answering

three research questions and discuss related topics based on the

results. Section 6 presents the prior research that is related to this

project. Section 7 presents the threats to the validity of our study.

Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Tom is a performance engineering of an e-commerce web system.

He often uses the information from web logs (e.g., page requests)

to build performance models to understand system performance or

to detect performance issues.

Tom finds that the performance models are often unreliable in

predicting the system’s performance. He examines the performance

of each log entry and found that some entries have a significant

variance. However, there is not enough information in the web logs

to accurately pinpoint the issue for further monitoring. Hence, by

knowing only which web requests were called is not enough to

explain the performance of the system.

Let us consider an example (Algorithm 1) in which the function

process a list of products of a given signed-in customer. The prod-

ucts have an expiration date and, if they are expired, the program

needs to consult a different supplier. In this example, the method

LoadProductStock response time varies according to different fac-

tors, such as the number of products for that customer, and whether

the products are expired or not. If the products are not expired the

method might return very fast; while if the current customer has

many expired products, there will be too many calls to consult

suppliers, leading to the significantly long response time.

Algorithm 1 Example: Load products that has an expiration date.

1: function LoadProductStock(c)
2: products ← product list of customer c
3: for each p in products do
4: if IsExpired (p) then
5: p.Stock ← StockFromSupplier (p)
6: end if
7: end for
8: end function

Although Tom can identify and monitor some complex requests

in the web logs, he finds that some complex requests may not be

so useful to monitor, since they have a steady performance behav-

ior. For those cases, the information provided by the web logs is

sufficient. Nevertheless, for the requests that their performance is

not steady (e.g., Algorithm 1), there exists a high degree of uncer-

tainty. Due to this reason, Tom needs to manually go through all the

web log entries to find the scenarios (e.g., particular customer and

product(s)) that required further monitoring and, therefore, require

more logging statements. For a large-scale systemwith a non-trivial

workload, this manual operation is not feasible, and, consequently,

Tom needs a technique to automatically suggest where the monitor-

ing and logging are needed, without repetitive information. Such

technique would significantly reduce the uncertainty of monitoring

or not the right places.

In this next section of this paper, we will present an approach

that seeks to suggest logging locations by examining whether the

location in the source code can provide significant explanatory

power to the systems’ performance.

3 APPROACH
In this section, we present our approach that can automatically

suggest logging locations for software performance monitoring. To

reduce the performance overhead caused by introducing instrumen-

tation into the source code, we first leverage the readily available

web logs to build a statistical performance model, and we identify

the web requests that are statistically significantly performance-

influencing. In the second step, we only focus on the methods that

are associated with the performance-influencing web requests and

identify which method is statistically significantly performance-

influencing. Finally, we focus on the basic block in the source code

that is associated with the performance-influencing method, and

we identify and suggest the code blocks that logs should be inserted.

For each step, we apply a workload on the subject system while

monitoring its performance. Afterwards, we build a statistical model

for the performance of the subject system using either the read-

ily available web logs or the automatically generated logs from
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instrumentation during the workload. Using the statistical perfor-

mance model, we identify the statistically significant performance-

influencing logging statements. The overview of our approach is

presented in Figure 1.

Step 1: Identifying performance-influencing web
requests
In the first step, we aim to identify the source code associated with

the web requests that influence system performance.

1.1 Parsing web logs
We run performance test for our subject systems and monitor

their performance during the test. After the performance test, we

parse the generated web logs. In particular, we keep the time stamp

of the web log and the web request (e.g., a restful web request).

We then calculate log metrics based on those logs. Each value

of each log metric L is the number of times that each web request

executes during the period. For example, if a web request index.jsp
is executed 10 times during a 30-second time period, the metric

index.jsp’s value is 10 for that period.

1.2 Building statistical performance models using web logs
We follow a model building approach that is similar to the ap-

proach from prior software performance research [17, 33, 40]. We

build a linear regression model [20] to model the performance of

the software. We choose linear regression model because: 1) the

goal of the approach is not to build a perfect model but to interpret

the model easily instead, and 2) prior research used such modeling

techniques to model software performance [17, 18, 40]. We use

the log metrics that are generated from web logs as independent

variables. The dependent variable of the model is the performance

metrics that are collected during applying the load on the software

system, such as CPU usage.

After building a linear regression model for the performance

of the software, we examine each independent variable, i.e., log

metric, to see how statistically significant it is to the model’s output,

i.e., performance metrics. In particular, we only consider the log

metrics that have p-value ≤ 0.05. Since each log metric represents

the number of times that the associated source code of each web

request executes, the significance of a log metric shows whether the

execution of the web log associated source code has a statistically

significant influence on the software performance. Based on the list

of statistically significant log metrics, we identify the performance-

influencing web requests.

Step 2: Identifying performance-influencing
methods
In the second step, we focus only on the performance-influencing

web requests, and we aim to identify which methods in the source

code are statistically significantly influencing performance. To re-

duce the performance overhead of the instrumentation, we note that

every time we only focus on one performance-influencing web re-

quest. If multiple web requests are found performance-influencing,

we repeat this step for every one of them.

2.1 Automatically inserting logging statements into meth-
ods

In this step, we automatically insert a logging statement into

every method that is associated with the performance-influencing

web requests. We use source code analysis frameworks, such as

Eclipse JDT [2] and .NET Compiler Platform (“Roslyn”) [5], to parse

the source code and to identify the associated methods in the source

code. We automatically insert a logging statement based on Log4j2
and Log4Net.Async at the beginning of each method source code.

Since the goal of our approach only suggests the location to insert

logging statement, we only print the time stamp and the method

name using the logging statement. After re-building the systems

and applying performance tests to each subject system, logs will

be generated automatically.

Similar to step 1.1, we parse both the web logs and the logs that

are generated by our inserted logging statement. Then we generate

log metrics based on these logs.

2.2 Reducing metrics
Intuitively, methods that never execute during a workload, or the

execution of the method has a constant value during the workload

do not influence the performance of the system. Hence, we first

remove any log metric that has constant values in the dataset.

Methods may often be called together, or one method may always

call another one. In such cases, not all methods need to be logged.

Hence, we perform a correlation analysis on the log metrics [26].

We used the Pearson correlation coefficient among all performance

metrics from one environment. We find the pair of log metrics that

have a correlation value higher than 0.9. From these two log metrics,

we remove the metric that has a higher average correlation with all

other metrics. We repeat this step until there exists no correlation

higher than 0.9.

We then perform redundancy analysis on the log metrics. The

redundancy analysis would consider a log metric redundant if it

can be predicted from a combination of other metrics [23]. We use

each log metric as a dependent variable and use the rest of the

log metrics as independent variables to build multiple regression

models.We calculate theR2 of eachmodel and if theR2 is larger than
a threshold (0.9), the current dependent variable (i.e., log metric)

is considered redundant. We then remove the performance metric

with the highest R2 and repeat the process until no log metric can

be predicted with R2 higher than the threshold. For example, if

method foo can be linearly modeled by the rest of the performance

metrics with R2>0.9, we remove the metric for method foo.

2.3 Building statistical performance models using both web
logs and our generated logs

In this step, we build a similar statistical model as step 1.2. As

a difference, we do not include the log metrics from web logs that

are found not performance influencing from step 1.2. We follow

the same model building process and the same way of identifying

statistically significant log metrics. The outcome of this step is the

methods that are statistically significantly performance-influencing.

Step 3: Identifying performance-influencing
basic code blocks
A method may be long and consist of many basic blocks. It may be

the case that only a small number of basic blocks are performance-

influencing. Therefore, in the final step, we focus only on the
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Figure 1: An overview of our approach. The numbered steps in the figure correspond to the steps in Section 3.

performance-influencing methods, and we aim to identify which ba-

sic code block is performance-influencing. Similarly, every time we

only focus on onemethod. If multiplemethods are found performance-

influencing, we repeat this step for each method.

We use the code analysis frameworks to identify basic blocks

of each performance-influencing methods. If a performance influ-

encing method only contains one basic block, we do not proceed

with this step. For the methods with multiple basic blocks, similar

to step 2.1, we automatically insert logging statement into every

basic block and generate log metrics by both the web logs and our

generated logs. We also follow a similar approach as step 2.2 and 2.3

to identify which code block is statistically significantly influenc-

ing performance. We then automatically suggest to developers the

logging statement insertions into the basic code block, to assist in

performance monitoring. If none of the log metrics that are based

on basic blocks are significant, we suggest to developers the direct

insertion of logging statement at the beginning of the method itself.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we first present the setup of our evaluation, in-

cluding the subject systems, the workload, and the experimental

environment. Then we evaluate our approach by answering three
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research questions. For each research question, we present the mo-

tivation for the question, the approach that we use to answer the

question and finally the results.

4.1 Subject systems and their workload
We evaluate our approach with open-source software, including

OpenMRS and CloudStore, and one commercial software, ES. The
overview of the subject software is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Overview of our subject systems.

Subjects Version SLOC (K) # files # methods

CloudStore v2 7.7 98 995

OpenMRS 2.0.5 67.3 772 8,361

ES 2017 >2,000 >9,000 >100,000

4.1.1 OpenMRS. OpenMRS is an open-source patient-basedmed-

ical record system commonly used in developing countries. Open-
MRS is built by an open community that aims to improve healthcare

delivery through a robust, scalable, user-driven, open source medi-

cal record system platform. Their application design is customizable

with low programming requirements, using a core application with

extendable modules. We choose OpenMRS since it is highly con-

cerned with scalability and its performance has been studied in

prior research [13]. OpenMRS provides a web-based interface and

RESTFul services. We deployed the OpenMRS version 2.0.5 and

the data used are from MySQL backup files that are provided by

OpenMRS developers. The backup file contains data for over 5K

patients and 476K observations. We use the RESTFul API test cases

created by Chen et al. [13]. The tests are composed of various

searches, such as: by patient, concept, encounter, and observation,

and editing/adding/retrieving patient information. The tests include

randomness to simulate real-world workloads better. We keep the

workload running for five hours. To minimize the noise from the

system warmup and cool-down periods, we do not include the data

from the first and last half an hour of running the workload. In the

end, we keep four hours of data from each performance test.

4.1.2 CloudStore. CloudStore is an open-source sample e-commerce

web application developed to be used for the analysis of cloud char-

acteristics of systems, such as capacity, scalability, elasticity, and

efficiency. It follows the functional requirements defined by the

TPC-W standard for verifiable transaction processing and database

benchmarks data [7]. It was developed to validate the European

Union funded project called CloudScale [1]. We choose CloudStore
due to its importance in improving cloud systems performance and

scalability. It has also been studied in prior research [13]. We de-

ployed the CloudStore version v2 and the data used was generated

using scripts provided by CloudStore developers. The generated

data for CloudStore contains about 864K customers, 777K orders,

and 300 items. We use the test cases created by Chen et al [13]

to cover searching, browsing, adding items to shopping carts, and

checking out. The tests include randomness to simulate real-world

workloads better. For example, there is randomness to ensure that

some customers may check out, and some may not. We run the

performance tests with the same length as OpenMRS.

4.1.3 ES. ES is a commercial software that provides government-

regulation related reporting services. The service is widely used

as the market leader of its domain. Because of a non-disclosure

agreement, we cannot reveal additional details about the system.

We do note that it has over ten years of history with more than

two million lines of code that are based on Microsoft .Net. We run

a typical loading testing suite as the workload of the system.

4.2 Experimental environment
The experimental environment for the open-source software is set

up on three separate machines. The first machine is the database

server; the second is the web server in which the web application

was deployed and, finally, the third machine simulates users using

the JMeter load driver [11]. Thesemachines have the same hardware

configuration, which is 8G of RAM and Intel Core i5-4690 @ 3.5

GHz quad-core CPU. They all run the Linux operating system and

are connected to a local network.

We use PSUtil [6] to monitor the performance of the software. To

minimize the noise of other background processes, we only monitor

the process of the subject system that is under the workload. We

monitor the CPU usage during the workload for every 10 seconds.

In particular, similar to prior research [10, 37], CPU percentage of

the monitored process between two timestamps are calculated as

the CPU usage of the corresponding workload during the period.

The experimental environment for ES is an internal dedicated

performance testing environment, also with three machines. The

testing environment is deployed with performance monitoring

infrastructure. Similar to the open-source software, we monitor

the CPU usage of the process of ES for every 10-seconds and use a

logging library to generate automatically instrumented logs.

To combine the two datasets of performance metrics and logs,

and to further reduce the impact of recording noises, we calculate

the mean values of the performance metrics in every 30 seconds.

Then, we combine the datasets of performance metrics and system

throughput based on the time stamp on a per 30-seconds basis. A

similar approach has been applied to address mining performance

metrics challenges [19]. We use Log4J2’s asynchronous logging to

generate the automatically instrumented logs since it is shown to

have the smallest performance overhead [4].

RQ1: How well can we model system
performance?
Motivation.

The success of our approach depends on the ability to build a

well fit statistical models for software performance. If the models

built by our approach are of low quality, we cannot use such models

to understand the influence of logged source code locations (i.e., log

metrics) to the software performance (i.e., performance metrics).

Additionally, the automatically inserted logging statements have an

impact on software performance. If the performance is influenced

by those inserted logging statements, instead of the existing source

code itself, our model cannot be used to identify performance-

influencing source code locations to log.

Furthermore, if we identify too many locations that are statisti-

cally significantly influencing performance, it is not practical for

developers to log all locations nor can developers deeply investigate
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every location to ensure the need for logging. Besides, if all the

identified locations are already well logged, developers may not

need our approach’s logging suggestion.

Approach.
We measure the model fit to assess the quality of the statistical

models for software performance. In particular, we calculate the

R2 of each model to measure model fit. If the model perfectly fits

the data, the R2 of the model is 1, while a zero R2 value indicates
that the model does not explain the variability of the dependent

variable (i.e., performance metric). We also count the number of

logging locations that are suggested by our approach. For every

suggested logging location, we manually examine whether there

already exists a logging statement.

Results.
Our model can well explain system performance. Shown by

Table 2, our statistical performance models have an R2 of 26.9% and

90.2%. Such high values of the model fit confirms that our perfor-

mance models can well explain system performance. By looking

closely at the models, we can see that the models with our auto-

matically inserted logging statement typically has higher R2 than
the models that are only using web logs. For example, by insert

logging statements into two methods in OpenMRS, the fit of the

performance model almost doubles (from 26.9% to 46.3%). However,

the models that are with inserted logging statements into basic code

blocks have a relatively smaller increase of R2 in comparison to the

ones with method-level logging. In the same example of OpenMRS,

inserting the logs into basic code blocks only provides 1.6% increase

of the R2.
Our approach does not suggest an overwhelming amount of
logging locations for performance modeling. In total, our ap-

proach suggests three, two, and four locations for CloudStore, Open-

MRS, and ES respectively. We consider such an amount of sugges-

tion as an appropriate amount for practitioners. By measuring the

total number of methods in the subject systems, we only suggest to

log in less than 0.5% of them. By providing such suggestions to our

industrial practitioners, we also received the feedback that such an

amount of suggestions is not overwhelming. Hence, practitioners

can allocate resource to examine each suggestion and make the final

decision of whether to insert logging statements to those locations.

Moreover, by manually examining each of the logging locations,

we find that None of the suggested logging locations contain
logging statements. This implies that our approach may provide

additional information about the system performance other than

what is already known by developers.

The logging locations suggested by our approach signif-

icantly improve the performance models that are with a

high model fit. None of those locations initially contain a

logging statement.

RQ2: How large is the performance influence by
the recommended logging locations?
Motivation.

In the previous research question, we find that, with our ap-

proach, we can suggest logging locations that are statistically sig-

nificant for performance modeling. Even though these logging

locations are statistically significant, the effect of the logging lo-

cation may still be trivial. Therefore, in this research question, we

would like to examine the magnitude of the influence on system

performance by our suggested logging locations.

Approach.
To understand the magnitude of the influence on system perfor-

mance by our recommended logging locations, we first calculate

Pearson correlation between the system performance, i.e., CPU,

and with the appearance of the suggested logging locations. Higher

correlation implies that the suggested logging locations may have

a higher influence on the system performance.

To quantify the influence, we follow a similar approach used in

prior research [31, 35]. To quantify this magnitude, we set all of the

metrics in the model (each as a suggested logging location) to their

mean value and record the predicted system performance. Then,

to measure the effect of every logging location, we keep all of the

metrics at their median value, except for the metric whose effect we

wish to measure. We double the median value of that metric and re-

calculate the predicted system performance. We then calculate the

percentage of difference caused by doubling the value of that metric.

For example, if the CPU is 60% at all metrics with median value and

90% by increasing one log metrics, the effect is 0.5, i.e.,

90% − 60%

60%

.

The effect of a metric can be positive or negative. A positive effect

means that a higher chance of execution the suggested logging

location may increase the system performance, e.g., higher CPU

usage. This approach permits us to studymetrics that are of different

scales, in contrast to using odds ratios analysis, which is commonly

used in prior research [34].

Results.
The appearance of the suggested logging locations influ-

ences the system performance. Table 3 shows that the appear-
ance of the suggested logging locations typically has a strong

correlation to system performance. In CloudStore, all of the log-

ging locations have a strong correlation to CPU usage, while the

correlations are moderate in OpenMRS. The relative effect shows

the influence of one method while controlling all other methods.

DaoImpl.getCurrentSession() in CloudStore has the largest ef-

fect when the appearance of the method is double to its median

value: the CPU usage increases 124%. Table 3 shows that even

method with a small effect, e.g., ConceptServiceImpl.getFalse-
Concept(), can increase the CPU usage by 19% if doubling its ap-

pearance.

The influence on the system performance may be both
positive or negative.We find that some suggested logging loca-

tions in ES may have a negative influence on the CPU usage of

the system, i.e., the higher the appearance of the logging location,

the lower the CPU usage. By manually examining those methods,

we find that these methods are related to synchronized external

dependency, i.e., the invocation of these methods will cause the

system to wait, leading to lower CPU usage. By having these logs,

developers can consider addressing such synchronized dependency

based on how often real-life users call these methods.
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Table 2: R2 values of the statistical performance models built by our approach.

Cloud Store

Steps: Web request name Method name/Block location

R2

Original With logging statement as a metric

Step 1: Web logs only N/A 90.20% N/A

Step 2: With method instrumentation

"cloudstore/ " HomeController.getProductUrl()) (No block) 78.50% 80.50%

"cloudstore/buy" DaoImpl.getCurrentSession()(No block) 49.40% 49.50%

"cloudstore/search" ItemDaoImpl.findAllByAuthor() 78.00% 81.20%

Step 3: With block instrumentation "cloudstore/search" ItemDaoImpl.java, line 233 to 243 81.30% 81.60%

OpenMRS

Steps: Web request name Method name/Block location

R2

Original With logging statement as a metric

Step 1: Web logs only N/A 26.90% N/A

Step 2: With method instrumentation concept/

ConceptServiceImpl.getAllConcepts()

ConceptServiceImpl.getFalseConcept()

46.30% 47.80%

Step 3: With block instrumentation concept/

ConceptServiceImpl.java, line 300 to 302

ConceptServiceImpl.java, line 929 to 930

47.90% 48.00%

ES

Steps: Web request name Method name/Block location

R2

Original With logging statement as a metric

Step 1: Web logs only N/A 43.80% N/A

Step 2: With method instrumentation

Web request A

file1.m()

file2.n()

75.90% 76.40%

Web request B (No significance) 30.00% N/A

Web request C

file3.o()

file4.p()

42.90% 43%

Step 3: With block instrumentation

Web request A

file1, block.r

file2, block.x

70.80% 70.80%

Web request C

file3, block.y

file4, block.z

76.00% 76.30%

“No block” means that the method only has one basic block in the method body.

“No significance” means that none of the methods are significant in the performance model.

We only present the class names, the method names and the file names due to the limit of space, without showing the package names and the full path of the

files.

Our suggested logging locations have influences on system

performance; while such influence can be both positive and

negative.

RQ3: What are the characteristics of the
recommended logging locations?
Motivation.

In the previous research questions, we leverage our approach

to suggest logging locations to assist in performance modeling. If

we can study the characteristic of these locations in the source

code being performance influential, we may provide more general

guidance for a developer to log similar locations in the source code.

Furthermore, prior research has proposed various techniques to

provide general guidance on logging locations [21, 47] or to monitor

hot methods in performance. Our approach may be of less interest

if prior techniques also suggest such locations to log.

Approach.
For each of the suggested logging locations, we manually exam-

ine the surrounding source code to understand their characteristics.

In particular, the size of the source code, such as lines of code, one

of the factors prior study used to model logging decisions [47].

Moreover, uncertainty concerning control flow branches is also

considered in logging decisions [46]. Therefore, we measure the

source lines of code (SLOC) of the suggested methods and blocks

and the cyclomatic complexity of the methods that are suggested

to be logged.

Furthermore, we massively instrument the execution of all sub-

ject systems with JProfiler and Visual Studio Profiling tool [3, 8].

We measure both inclusive and exclusive execution time of each

method and rank all the methods by their execution time. We would

like to examine whether our suggested methods are one of the hot

methods, i.e., with the highest executed time.

Results.
The suggested logging locations are not in complexmethods.
By measuring the SLOC and cyclomatic complexity, we find that

the suggested logging locations are in the methods with small sizes

and low complexity. The methods that are suggested to be logged

have a SLOC of 4, 5 and 15 in CloudStore, and methods in OpenMRS

consists of only 3 and 6 SLOC. In ES, all suggested methods have a

SLOC less than 35. Similarly, the values of the cyclomatic complexity

of the suggested methods in CloudStore are only 1, 2 and 2; the
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Table 3: The influences of our suggested logging locations on system performance.

Cloud Store

Suggested logging locations Influence

Web request name Method name/Block location Peason correlation Relative effect

cloudstore/ HomeController.getProductUrl() +0.80 +0.19

cloudstore/buy DaoImpl.getCurrentSession() +0.70 +1.24

cloudstore/search ItemDaoImpl.findAllByAuthor() +0.87 +0.60

cloudstore/search ItemDaoImpl.java, line 233 to 243 +0.73 +0.25

OpenMRS

Suggested logging locations Influence

Web request name Method name/Block location Peason correlation Relative effect

concept/ ConceptServiceImpl.getFalseConcept() +0.51 +0.19

concept/ ConceptServiceImpl.getAllConcepts() +0.53 +0.22

concept/ ConceptServiceImpl.java, line 300 to 302 +0.56 +0.25

concept/ ConceptServiceImpl.java, line 929 to 930 +0.56 +0.22

ES

Suggested logging locations Influence

Web request name Method name/Block location Peason correlation Relative effect

Web request A file1.m() -0.27 -0.34

Web request A file2.n() +0.81 +1.17

Web request C file3.o() -0.40 -0.80

Web request C file4.p() +0.56 +0.49

Web request A file1, block.r -0.26 -0.39

Web request A file2, block.x +0.78 +1.11

Web request C file3, block.y -0.11 -0.28

Web request C file4, block.z +0.86 +0.88

A relative positive effect means that more appearances of the logging location may result in CPU usage

increase.

We only present the class names, the method names and the file names due to the limit of space, without

showing the package names and the full path of the files.

same values are merely 1 and 2 in OpenMRS. The small sizes and

the low complexity of the methods imply that practitioner may use

our approach in tandem with other approaches that are based on

source code metrics.

Most of the suggested logging locations are not the perfor-
mance hotspot. By examining the results of detecting hotspots

using both inclusive and exclusive execution time, we find that our

suggested logging locations are not typical performance hotspots.

In particular, only one of the logging locations (ItemDaoImpl.findAll

ByAuthor()) is in the top 10 of hotspots in the source code (exclud-

ing methods in the library). We consider the reason is that our

approach does not aim to identify the methods that are invoked

often, but the ones that can explain the system performance vari-

ance. Therefore, our approach may complement the detection of

performance hotspots in performance assurances activities.

The suggested logging locations are typically not in com-

plex methods nor performance hotspots. Performance engi-

neers can use our approach to complement those traditional

measurements in performance engineering activities.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the related topics based on our results.

5.1 Performance influence from the inserted
logging statement.

The invocation of logging statements themselves has a performance

overhead. To minimize such performance overhead, we opt to re-

duce the instrumentation scope at every run of the system by fo-

cusing on only one web request, web page or method at each time.

Moreover, we also leveraged async-logging provided by the logging

library to reduce overhead. However, introducing those logging

statements still brings overhead to the system.

Therefore, we measure the influence of the inserted logging

statement to the fit of the model. We consider the invocation to

the logging library itself as a method to monitor and create a log

metric measuring the times that the logging library is called to

generate logs. For every model that we built in our case study (see

Table 2), we add the new log metric as an independent variable.

By adding this independent variable into the model, we can study

whether the log metric provides an increase of R2, which represents

the additional explanatory power of the execution of the inserted

logging statement to the system performance. The increase of R2

measures the explanatory power of the model that is provided only

by the execution of the logging statements, but not the software

system itself.
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The automatically inserted logging statements do not contribute

significantly to the performance models. We find that the log metric

that measures the execution of the logging statements provides only

little explanatory power to the models. In particular, the maximum

of the increase of the R2 is only 3.4% (see Table 2). Therefore, the

inserted logging statement do not have a large impact to bias the

explanatory power of our suggested logging locations.

5.2 Not all web requests need additional
logging.

After applying our approach, inserting logging statements may

not provide statistically significantly more explanation power to

the model. For example, in the Web Request B of ES, after insert-

ing logging statements into all associated method, none of them

are statistically significant in the performance model. Such re-

sults imply that over-inserting logging statements into the source

code may only provide repetitive information that is already avail-

able from other logs, whiling leading to more noise to practition-

ers [41]. By looking at the web request and the methods that do

not need additional logging, we find that these cases are typically

simple sequential executions with low complexity. For example,

ItemDaoImpl.findAllByAuthor() in CloudStore has a loop as an

extra basic block. However, our results show that inserting logging

statement into the loop would not improve the performance model.

That implies that the number of iterations of the loop may not

influence performance significantly.

5.3 How long do we need to test performance
to suggest logging locations?

Performance testing is a time-consuming task [10]. However, our

approach requires multiple iterations of conducting performance

tests. Even though it is straightforward to deploy the multiple

performance tests in separate testing environments to reduce the

time, such solutionmay still be resource-costly. In order tominimize

the cost of the resource, we investigate whether we may shorten

the duration of the performance tests and still yield similar results.

For every performance test, we take the data from the period

of the first hour, the first two hours and the first three hours. We

then follow the same steps as Section 3 and examine whether we

can suggest the same locations to insert logging statements. We

find that in 4 models, we can achieve the same logging suggestions

by only running one hour, two hours and three hours of the test

in four, one, and six models, respectively. We need the complete

four hours only in two models. This result shows that practitioners

may be able to reduce the test duration in practice to receive the

suggestion in a more timely manner.

6 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we present the prior research related to this paper

in three aspects: 1) software performance monitoring, 2) assisting

logging decisions and 3) software performance modeling.

6.1 Software performance monitoring
There exist three typical levels of software monitoring techniques.

The first, system monitoring, monitors the status of a running soft-

ware based on the performance counters from the system. Examples

of such counters include, CPU usage, memory usage and I/O traffic.

Rich data from these counters are widely used to monitor system

performance [17], allocate system resources and plan capacities [48]

or predict system crash [16]. Despite the usefulness of such data,

the lack of domain knowledge of the software running on top of

the system makes the data difficult to use for improving the system

in a detailed level (like improving source code).

The second type of widely used techniques are based on massive

tracing. The tracing information records every function call that is

invoked during the running of the system. Prior research leverage

the tracking information to system quality and efficiency [44, 45].

In order to generate such tracing information, tools such as JPro-
filer [3] is widely used in practice and research. The challenge of

leveraging such tracing information is the extra overhead from the

tracing tools. Such overhead prevent the use of tracing in a large

scale system or during the field running of the system, hence trac-

ing is often used in the development environment by developers.

Nevertheless, Maplesden et al. took advantage of patterns in tracing

information. They built an automated tool to detect such patterns

with the goal of improving the performance investigations and the

systems’ performance [29, 30].

To minimize the overhead from tracing, techniques are proposed

to only trace a selected set of function calls, such that the tracing

information from the field is possible to be monitored. For example,

Application Performance Management tools [9] typically choose

REST API call entry points to monitor. However, trace information

is often generated automatically without the interference of devel-

opers’ knowledge. The collected trace information may not all be

needed for developers’ particular purpose while the actual needed

information may be missing.

The third type of monitoring technique is based on logging. De-

velopers write logging statements in the source code to expose

valuable information of runtime system behavior. A logging state-

ment, e.g., logger.info(“static string”+ variable), typically consists of

a log level (e.g., trace/debug/info/warn/error/fatal), a logged event

using a static text, and variables that are related to the event context.

During system runtime, the invocation of these logging statements

would generate logs that are often treated as the most important,

sometimes only, source of information for debugging and main-

tenance of large software systems. The logging information are

generated based on developers’ knowledge of the system, and are

flexible to monitor various information in the code. Due to the

extensive value in logs, prior research has proposed to leverage

logging data to improve the efficiency and quality of large software

systems [14, 15, 24, 33]. The advantage of using logging to monitor

and analyze system performance motivates our paper. In particu-

lar, with our approach, the prior research that depends on logging

may benefit from the extra information that are captured from the

suggested logging statements.
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6.2 Assist in logging decisions
Although logging is a significant technique for software perfor-

mance monitoring, the logging practice in general is not as straight

forward as one would expect. Logging involves a trade-off between

the overhead it can generate and having the appropriate informa-

tion. In a previous work, Zhao et al. proposed an algorithm that

touches such trade-off. They increase the debugging assertiveness

by automatically placing logs based on an overhead limit thresh-

old [46]. Even if no overhead existed, there is still a need to balance

between too much information and too little information [21].

Aiming to support the logging decisions, many previous works

have contributed in ways to understand, automate and suggest

opportunities of where to log. Fu et al. performed an empirical

study on industry systems categorizing logged snippets of code.

Their work also revealed the possibility of predicting where to log

according to the extracted logging features [21]. Zhu et al. follow

up the work and predict where to log as suggestions to developer.

Similarly, a called Errlog presented by Yuan et al. indicated the

benefits of automatically detecting logging opportunities for failure

diagnosis using exception patterns and failure reports [42].

Previous research also presented other aspects to consider when

taking logging decisions. Li et al. modeled which log level should

be used when adding new logging statements [27]. In a different

work, Li et al. studied log changes and modeled those log changes

to provide a just-in-time suggestion to developers for changing

logs [28]. Different previous research has presented what to log for a

diverse set of concerns. Yuan et al. presented LogEnhancer that adds
causally-related information to existing logging statements. Their

focus was on software failures and software diagnosability [43].

Despite of above research effort, there exists no research focus on

providing logging suggestions with the goal of monitoring system

performance. In contrast with previous research, paper work focus

on logging suggestion for performance.

6.3 Performance modeling
Performance modeling is a typical practice in system performance

engineering. Due to the more complex nature of performance

problems in distributed systems, simple raw metrics might not

be enough. Therefore, Cohen et al. introduced the concept and use

of signatures and clustering from logging data and system metrics

to detect system states that are of significant impact in the sys-

tem’s performance [17]. With such data, Cohen et al. [16] used

TAN (Tree-Augmented Bayesian Networks) models to model the

high-level system performance states based on a small subset of

metrics without a priori knowledge of the system. Brebner et al.

have application performance management (APM) data in multiple

industry projects to build performance models. However, the mod-

els that depend on APM can get very complex, and customization

is needed [12] In order to improve the quality of performance mod-

eling and prediction. Stewart et al. [36] consider the inconsistency

of usage in enterprise and large e-commerce systems. In their work,

they modeled using measurement data and transaction mix, and
they report a better prediction quality instead of the existing scalar

workload volume approach.

Since there could be too many performance metrics to be used

in performance modeling, different previous researches address the

issue. Xiong et al. [40] propose an automatic creation and selection

of multiple models based on different metrics. They execute tests on

virtual machines using standard performance benchmarks. Shang

et al. [33] presented an approach to automatically group metrics

in a smaller number of clusters. They used regression models on

injected and real-life scenarios, and their approach outperforms

traditional approaches.

Besides the use of regression models, other statistical techniques

have been used to facilitate the communication of results, such as

control charts [32]. Many different modeling approaches have been

summarized by Gao et al. in three categories: rule-based models,

data mining models and queueing models. In their work, they used

the models to compare the effectiveness of load testing and provide

insights on how to better do load testing [22]. Farshchi et al. [18]

build correlation model between logs and operation activity’s effect

on system resources. Such correlation is later leveraged to detect

system anomalies.

The rich usage of performance modeling supports our approach

that leverages such model to suggest logging locations. We iter-

atively find the best logging locations that would provide most

significant explanatory power to the performance of the system.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY
This section discusses the threats to the validity of our study.

7.1 External Validity
Our evaluation is conducted on CloudStore, OpenMRS and ES. All

subject systems have years of history and there are prior perfor-

mance engineering research studying these systems’ workload [13].

Nevertheless, more case studies on other software in other domains

are needed to evaluate our approach. All our subject systems are

developed based on either Java or .Net. Our approach may not be

directly applicable for other programming languages, especially

dynamic languages such as Python. Further work may investigate

approaches to minimize the uncertainty in performance characteri-

zation of dynamic languages.

Our approach currently only focuses on web application. We

leverage web logs in the first step in order to scope down the

amount of source code to instrument. However, other researchers

and practitioners may adapt our approach by applying our approach

by starting on a few hot locations in the source code. Yet, without

evaluation with such an approach, we cannot claim the usefulness

of our approach on other types of systems.

7.2 Internal validity
Our approach is based on the system performance that is recorded

by Psutil. The quality of recorded performance can impact the in-

ternal validity of our study. Similarly, the frequency of recording

system performance by Psutil may also impact the results of our

approach. Further work may further evaluate our approach by vary-

ing such frequency. Our approach depends on building statistical

models. Therefore, with a smaller amount of performance data, our

approach may not perform well due to the quality of the statisti-

cal model. Determining the optimal amount of performance data

needed for our approach is in our plan. Although our approach

builds statistical models using logs, we do not aim to predict nor
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claim causal relationship between the dependent variable and in-

dependent variables in the models. The only purpose of building

regression models is to capture the relation between logs and sys-

tem performance.

7.3 Construct validity
Our approach uses linear regression models to model system per-

formance. Although linear regression models have been used in

prior research in performance engineering [33, 40], there exist other

statistical models that may model system performance more accu-

rately. Our goal is not to accurately predict system performance

but rather capture the relationship between logs and the system

performance. Further work may investigate the use of other models.

We chose to design our approach in an aggressive manner when

deciding potential logging locations. For example, we choose a low

p-value to ensure the statistical significance of the logging loca-

tion. Our approach may miss potential possible logging locations.

However, our goal is to prioritize on the precision of the sugges-

tion hence making the suggestion less intrusive to practitioners.

By working with our industrial collaboration, we find that a large

number of logging suggestions can be overwhelming since prac-

titioners prefer to manually verify each logging location before

having actual changes to the source code.

The overhead of the logs may influence system performance.

Although we evaluate the impact of logs on system performance

by examining the explanatory power of logging statements them-

selves, the overhead may still impact the results of our approach.

Minimizing such overhead is in our further plan.

Our evaluation of our approach is based on modeling system

CPU usage. There exist other performance metrics, such as memory

and response time, that can be modeled by logs when evaluating our

approach. Also, the performance of the subject systems is recorded

while running their performance tests. If a logging location is not

executed by performance tests, it cannot be identified by our ap-

proach. To address this threat, we sought to use the performance

test that mimics the field workload from our industrial collaborators.

However, a different workload may lead to different performance

influencing locations in the source code. Therefore, when applying

our approach, practitioners should always be aware of the impact

from the workload (the performance tests on the system). Hence,

evaluation with more performance metrics and more performance

tests may lead to better understanding of the usefulness of our

approach.

Although we suggest logging locations for performance assur-

ance activities, we do not claim that they are the only relevant

logging locations. Additionally, the R2 of our models is between

26.9% and 90.2%. The R2 shows that logs cannot explain all the

variance in the system performance. The unexplained variance of

performance may due to other performance influencing source code

or external influence of the system (e.g., network latency). In our

future work, we plan to model other influencing factors of system

performance to improve our approach.

Our approach is based on automated code analysis and code

manipulation, when changing and rebuilding the software is needed.

Such an approach may require extra resources to the performance

infrastructure. In our future work, we plan to alter the source code

adaptively during the runtime of performance testing or in the field

to improve our approach.

8 CONCLUSION
Logging information is one of the most significant sources of data in

performance monitoring and modeling. Due to the extensive use of

logs, all too often, the success of various performance modeling and

analysis techniques often rely on the availability of logs. However,

existing empirical studies and automated techniques for logging de-

cisions do not consider the particular need for system performance

monitoring. In this paper, we propose an approach to automatically

suggest where to insert logging statements with the goal of support

performance monitoring for web-based systems. Our approach sug-

gests inserting logging statement into the source code locations that

can complement the explanation power of statistical performance

models. By evaluating our approach on two open source systems

(CloudStore and OpenMRS) and one commercial system (ES), we

find that our approach suggests logging locations that improve

the statistical performance models and those suggested logging

locations have a high influence on system performance while not

being traditional complex methods nor performance hotspots. Prac-

titioners can integrate our approach into the release pipeline of

their system to have logging suggestions periodically.
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